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Sir Senet has come to steal Lady Katharine’s castle away from her. But the only way for him to get it is to marry her. Lady Katherine
flatly refuses him and does everything in her power to defy him. But, in time, she feels her emotions begin to change as his sharp
eyes and strong, battle-tested body begin to win her over!
As an unauthorized third child, nineteen-year-old Aimee Harrington has spent her life avoiding discovery by government authorities,
but her world comes crashing down around her after she is caught stealing a vehicle in an act of petulant rebellion. Within hours of
her arrest, she is escorted onto a ship bound for a detention center in the far reaches of the solar system. This facility is no ordinary
prison, however. It is a training center for future brides, and once Aimee has been properly prepared, she will be intimately,
shamefully examined and then sold to an alien male in need of a mate. Worse still, Aimee's defiant attitude quickly earns her the
wrath of the strict warden, and to make an example of her, Aimee is offered as a wife not to a sophisticated gentleman but to three
huge, fiercely dominant warriors of the planet Ollorin. Though Ollorin males are considered savages on Earth, Aimee soon realizes
that while her new mates will demand her obedience and will not hesitate to spank her soundly if her behavior warrants it, they will
also cherish and protect her in a way she has never experienced before. But when the time comes for her men to master her
completely, will she find herself begging for more as her beautiful body is claimed hard and thoroughly by all three of them at once?
Publisher's Note: Wedded to the Warriors includes spankings and sexual scenes. If such material offends you, please don't buy this
book. Also note that this book was previously published under the title Claimed by the Savages.
When Prince Seyed Basri’s fiancée informs him of a pregnancy that isn’t his, he’s relieved to get out from under their looming
arranged marriage. Now, he has the chance he’s been waiting for - to head back to America and offer marriage to the only woman
he's ever loved. But when he gets there, he finds her practically engaged. In order to win her back, he’s willing to do just about
anything, including paying off her boyfriend to break up with her and whisking her off to his home country of Kabir, where he
intends to keep her!
On New Year's Eve, she tumbles 700 years back in time--and into the bed of a darkly dangerous knight. Sir Gaston de Varennes
wanted a docile bride who would fit into his plans for vengeance and justice, but a trick of time finds him married to a thoroughly
modern American lady who turns his castle, his life, and his heart upside down. Will her desperate secret tear them apart after only a
few bittersweet weeks of stolen passion-or will they conquer mistrust, treachery, and time itself to discover a love that spans the
centuries? Winner of the National Readers Choice Award: Best Historical Romance of the Year "Irresistible, right down to the
surprise at the end ... One of the best romances of the year." -The Detroit Free Press "A Desert Isle Keeper. Touching, ingenious ... I
love this book. I've read it time after time, and even if I haven't waited quite long enough between readings to forget all the details, I
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always get drawn back into the story so intensely that I can't put it down. Grade: A (highest rating)." -Ellen Hestand, All About
Romance "Moving, riveting, magical. Forever His is destined to become an all-time favorite in medieval and time-travel romances."
-The Mediaeval Chronicle A full-length novel of 125,000 words Adult content: explicit love scenes Originally published by Avon
Books The Stolen Brides Series: One falls through time and finds herself married to a dark stranger ... one may never reach her royal
wedding if she can't resist her rugged protector ... one is abducted by a mysterious swordsman and swept away to a secret island
paradise. Three regal brides are about to discover that falling in love with a warrior is the most dangerous adventure of all.
Born in Deception
The Captive Brides Collection
KING OF THE DESERT, CAPTIVE BRIDE
The Sheikh's Captive Bride
9 Stories of Great Challenges Overcome Through Great Love
The one who stole my heart is a vulgar and gorgeous beast. Princess Ghizlan is captured by
Sheikh Huseyn al Rasheed and taken to his neighboring country. Once there, Huseyn demands that
she marry him. Despite his elegance and handsomeness, he’s known for being vulgar and he forces
a kiss on Ghizlan. She is furious but also feels passion run through her. She protests their
marriage by wearing black to their wedding, but Huseyn barely seems to care. Awaiting them is
their first night together, sure to be filled with both anger and sweet passion!
She's lost in the past. He's a powerful Scottish warrior. Can star-crossed love find a future
between the ages? Search-and-rescue officer Amy MacDougall fears being trapped - both in small,
dark places and in a relationship. But while chaperoning a high school trip to Scotland, she's
forced to confront her claustrophobia to save a student in a castle dungeon. And when a magical
rock in the ruins catapults her through time to 1307 AD, she's alarmed to come face-to-face
with a handsome Scottish warrior. Highlander Craig Cambel refuses to trust anyone after the
MacDougall clan kidnapped and assaulted his sister. So when he discovers a beautiful woman in a
secret tunnel in the stronghold he's infiltrating, he locks her up to prevent her from warning
the enemy. But when she proves helpful to his people despite being a MacDougall, he can't stop
his icy mistrust melting into desire. As Amy searches for a way back home, she finds her phobia
of commitment fading and falls for the brave Scot. But when Craig learns the mysterious woman
isn't who he thought she was, all his dark doubts reignite. Will the distance of centuries
shatter their hearts forever, or will they give in to destiny and build a happy future?
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Highlander's Captive is the enchanting first book in the Called by a Highlander time travel
romance series. If you like courageous warriors, quick-witted heroines, and lush historical
details, then you'll adore Mariah Stone's passionate story. Buy Highlander's Captive to find
love long ago today!
Secrets must be kept. Vows never broken. Till death do us part… Unless everything changes.
Captive in one life… Kept in another… Taken to now be the wife I am forced to be. I’m hidden
away to face a dark reality only a few can survive. But I have a purpose now. I can be the good
wife I strive to be. But he still wants me. He will hunt me down. He will find me and take back
what was stolen. I will be his wife if he has to fight until the death to make it happen.
Keywords: Dark billionaire romance, romantic suspense, enemies to lovers, contemporary romance,
steamy romance, billionaires romance, gothic romance suspense, arranged marriage romance,
romantic thriller suspense books, dark romance series, new adult contemporary romance, dark
romance, action adventure romance, complete romance series, Alta Hensley, captive romance,
capture and indentured, dominance and submission, bride, kidnapping, psychological thriller
Kidnapped at the altar on her wedding day by masked men and whisked away up into the mountains,
Abigail O'Sullivan fears for her life. She recognizes her kidnapper--an Indian boy she fell in
love with years ago, just before they were torn apart. Davy Larson seeks revenge for his
father's murder. When he discovers that Abby's father now owns his land, he seeks answers to
his questions, and to get those answers, he takes something Samuel O'Sullivan cherishes--his
daughter. Reunited under dangerous circumstances, can Abigail care for a man who wants to take
her father's life? Will Davy's feelings and desire for his long-lost love withstand the taboos
of society? Or can their love be captured for all time?
The Pagan's Prize
A Dark Arranged Marriage Romance
The Desert King's Captive Bride (Mills & Boon Modern) (Wedlocked!, Book 85)
A SciFi Alien Romance
Twin Passions

Journey through history as nine women make their escape from some of life's greatest
challenges. West Indies, 1655: Temperance only wanted a better life. Instead, she's sold
as an indentured servant. Atlantic Ocean, 1755: Charlotte is deported to the British
colonies for her father's crimes. Virginia, 1850: With her life in peril, Lettie seeks
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escape from slavery. Barbary Coast, 1873: Goldie must pay the cost of her upbringing - or
work at her guardian's brothel. Can these captive hearts, and five others, be freed to
dream, to dare, to love? Book jacket.
With the sheer strength of his muscular body, Crusader Guy de Warenne overpowered his
captors and fled the hell-hole of the Syrian prison. Yet he couldn't leave Damascus
without rescuing the lovely violet-eyed "slave girl" who had saved his life by tenderly
caring for his battle wounds. She is Leila, a raven-haired English beauty kidnapped in
infancy, schooled in medicine by the wealthy physician who adopted her...and trained in
the sensual delights of the harem. To Leila, the Crusader is a savage barbarian who
ravaged her adopted homeland and ruthlessly carried her away to serve his own purposes.
Yet, even in her fury, she is drawn to this man of unexpected tenderness and awakened to
a raw, sensual power that will carry them both on a tumultuous journey into adventure,
danger, and love.
Marco Salzano is furious! One moment of passion in the sultry heat of carnaval has had
its price. Burning with suspicion and anger, the arrogant Venezuelan is going to track
down his errant one-night stand and claim his love child! But he's accusing the wrong
woman. Pretending to be her sister, fragile Amber convinces Marco that the baby in
question is not his. But when Marco discovers her deception, he vows to take Amber—not as
his mistress, but as his bride!
A young woman desperate to escape a lecherous cleric. A battle-hardened knight who's
haunted by his past. A marriage of convenience, and a deception that could ruin them
both. Abandoned as an infant, Isabeau de la Frêne has lived a sheltered life at the abbey
of St Leonards, under the protection of the abbess. When Isabeau catches the eye of a
lecherous bishop, she finds herself in a desperate situation; stay and endure the
bishop's attentions, or find a means of escape. The abbess sees only one way to protect
Isabeau; grant her the land that the abbey sits on as a dowery, and then offer her, as an
eligible wife, to the family who originally owned the land, . In desperation Isabeau
agrees to the marriage, but she must conceal a secret, that if discovered, could destroy
her, and the future she craves. Ranulf d'Argentan is driven by a desire to out-run his
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past. Haunted by his family's betrayal, he is given an opportunity he can't resist:
Reclaim the birthright his father lost, but only if he marries Lady Isabeau de la Frêne.
He agrees to the terms, not for love, but for land. Land that will give him the security
he desires. However, when he marries the beautiful, and mysterious, Lady Isabeau, he
becomes aware of a deeper need; to be loved for himself. Can Ranulf and Isabeau overcome
their own tormented pasts, and embrace a future where love truely does conquer all? Born
in Deception is a story about forbidden love, and a marriage of convenience, where class,
and religion, dictate every aspect of life. But nothing is as it seems. Everyone has
secrets, but some secrets are too dangerous to ever be revealed. Will love, and
forgiveness, find a way to overcome such enormous obstacles? Read Ranulf and Isabeau's
story to find out more.
THE DESERT KING'S CAPTIVE BRIDE
The Billionaire's Captive Bride (Mills & Boon Modern) (Ruthless, Book 16)
The Captive Bride (House of Winslow Book #2)
Captive Bride (The Secret Bride Series, Book One)
Forever His
"Originally published under the title Timeless" She's swept away to a hidden island paradise filled with pleasures... and secrets. Abducted
from a trade fair by a mysterious warrior, Lady Avril de Varennes awakens on Asgard Island, an enchanted paradise cloaked in mists and
mystery, kept secret from the world for centuries. Against her will, Avril weds her arrogant captor, Hauk Valbrand--even as she vows to
escape. Hauk believes himself beyond the reach of love, until his fiery captive bride begins to melt his heart of ice. But soon he must reveal
the stunning truth about Asgard and its people--and Hauk and Avril must choose between love and honor, duty and desire... now and forever.
"An utterly absorbing read! With its richly drawn characters, powerful conflict and vividly imagined setting, HIS CAPTIVE BRIDE is a romantic
fantasy lover's dream. When it comes to sweeping, sizzling historical romance, Shelly Thacker is a shining star!" -"New York Times"
bestselling author Lara Adrian "Five hearts (highest rating). An involving, beautiful story. I thought about the characters often at work, at the
grocery store, in my car-wherever I was until I could get back to the book. A definite keeper." -TheRomanceReader.com "Powerful. From the
very first page you're whisked away to a world where anything is possible." -"The Atlanta Journal-Constitution" Sizzling paranormal romance
from the bestselling author "Publishers Weekly" hails as "innovative" and "exciting." A full-length novel of 100,000 words Adult content:
explicit love scenes Originally published by Dell under the title "Timeless" This expanded Author's Preferred Edition paperback includes
additional scenes never before published. The Stolen Brides Series: One falls through time and finds herself married to a dark stranger... one
may never reach her royal wedding if she can't resist her rugged protector... one is abducted by a mysterious swordsman and swept away to
a secret island paradise. Three regal brides are about to discover that falling in love with a warrior is the most dangerous adventure of all.
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Journey along as nine historical women are about to make their escape from some of life's greatest challenges and into arms of love.
She may never reach her royal wedding if she can't resist the rugged mercenary assigned to protect her. Disgraced ex-knight Royce SaintMichel was banished from his homeland because of an impulsive act that cost him all he held dear. Now, he has the chance to reclaim his
birthright--if he agrees to protect a princess on a journey that may prove deadly to them both. Royce must escort the lovely Princess Ciara
across a war-torn land to her royal wedding... and ensure that she arrives untouched. The two set off alone on a treacherous journey through
snowy mountain passes, but forbidden desire soon proves even more dangerous than the assassins on their trail. With the fate of two
kingdoms hanging in the balance, will Royce and Ciara do as honor and duty demand... or surrender to the longing in their hearts?
San Francisco, 1870 Huiann arrives in America expecting to be wed to a wealthy businessman. She no sooner disembarks from the ship than
she realizes Xie is not looking for a bride: Huiann is worth more to him as a high-end prostitute. Though her fate is better than that of other
Chinese women forced into the sex trade, she has no intention of waiting for Xie to sell her virginity to the highest bidder. At the first
opportunity, she escapes and disappears into the city. When a beautiful woman takes refuge in his store, Alan's life changes forever. He's
spent the last five years trying to forget the horrors of war, and had almost given up hope of finding love. He hires Huiann as his
housekeeper, and though they can only communicate through signs and sketches, they quickly form a bond that transcends the need for
words. But Xie is determined to recover his property, and love may not be enough to protect Huiann from his vengeance. 75,600 words
A Dark Romance
Romance Comics
Mills & Boon Comics
9 Women Bound by Great Challenges Discover Faith, Hope, and Love
Alien Warrior's Captive Bride

This meticulously edited Anthony Trollope collection is formatted for your eReader with a functional and
detailed table of contents:_x000D_ Chronicles of Barsetshire:_x000D_ The Warden_x000D_ Barchester
Towers_x000D_ Doctor Thorne_x000D_ Framley Parsonage_x000D_ The Small House at Allington_x000D_ The
Last Chronicle of Barset_x000D_ Palliser Novels:_x000D_ Can You Forgive Her?_x000D_ Phineas Finn_x000D_
The Eustace Diamonds_x000D_ Phineas Redux_x000D_ The Prime Minister_x000D_ The Duke's
Children_x000D_ Irish Novels:_x000D_ The Macdermots of Ballycloran_x000D_ The Kellys and the
O'Kellys_x000D_ Castle Richmond_x000D_ An Eye for an Eye_x000D_ The Landleaguers_x000D_ Other
Novels:_x000D_ La Vendée_x000D_ The Three Clerks_x000D_ The Bertrams_x000D_ Orley Farm_x000D_ The
Struggles of Brown, Jones & Robinson_x000D_ Rachel Ray_x000D_ Miss Mackenzie_x000D_ The Belton
Estate_x000D_ The Claverings_x000D_ Nina Balatka_x000D_ Linda Tressel_x000D_ He Knew He Was
Right_x000D_ The Vicar of Bullhampton_x000D_ Sir Harry Hotspur of Humblethwaite_x000D_ Ralph the
Heir_x000D_ The Golden Lion of Granpère_x000D_ Harry Heathcote of Gangoil_x000D_ Lady Anna_x000D_ The
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Way We Live Now_x000D_ The American Senator_x000D_ Is He Popenjoy?_x000D_ John Caldigate_x000D_
Cousin Henry_x000D_ Ayala's Angel_x000D_ Doctor Wortle's School_x000D_ The Fixed Period_x000D_ Kept in
the Dark_x000D_ Marion Fay_x000D_ Mr. Scarborough's Family_x000D_ An Old Man's Love_x000D_ Short
Stories:_x000D_ Tales of All Countries:_x000D_ La Mère Bauche_x000D_ The O'Conors of Castle Conor_x000D_
John Bull on the Guadalquivir_x000D_ Miss Sarah Jack, of Spanish Town, Jamaica_x000D_ The Courtship of
Susan Bell_x000D_ Relics of General Chassé_x000D_ An Unprotected Female At the Pyramids…_x000D_ Lotta
Schmidt & Other Stories_x000D_ An Editor's Tales_x000D_ Why Frau Frohmann Raised Her Prices and other
Stories_x000D_ Other Stories_x000D_ Plays:_x000D_ Did He Steal It?_x000D_ The Noble Jilt_x000D_ Travel
Writings:_x000D_ The West Indies and the Spanish Main_x000D_ North America_x000D_ South Africa_x000D_
How the 'Mastiffs' Went to Iceland_x000D_ Sketches:_x000D_ Hunting Sketches_x000D_ Travelling
Sketches_x000D_ Clergymen of the Church of England_x000D_ Studies & Essays:_x000D_ The Commentaries
of Caesar_x000D_ Thackeray_x000D_ Life of Cicero_x000D_ Lord Palmerston_x000D_ A Walk in a Wood_x000D_
On Anonymous Literature_x000D_ On English Prose Fiction as Rational Amusement_x000D_ On the Higher
Education of Women_x000D_ The Civil Service as a Profession_x000D_ The National Gallery_x000D_
Clarissa_x000D_ The Uncontrolled Ruffianism of London_x000D_ The Young Women at the London Telegraph
Office_x000D_ An Autobiography of Anthony Trollope_x000D_ _x000D_ _x000D_
Guided by the threads of fate, Lucy spends the night with a mysterious man named Kahl. However, when she
wakes up, Kahlhas disappeared. Two years later, Lucy visits the desert country of Abadan for work. The sheikh
that greets her is none other than Kahl! How could he be the prince of a whole country? More importantly, what
will he do when he finds out that Lucy’s son is his?
She is the daughter of his enemy...and the keeper of his heart. Richard de Claiborne, the dark earl of Dunsmore,
serves King Edward Plantagenet well. Sworn to obey his king's every order, he nevertheless chafes at the
command he wed the daughter of his enemy--a man who slew his father in cold blood. But King Edward wants
peace in his lands, and he will stop at nothing to get it. If he has to order his most powerful Marcher lord to
marry a Welsh princess, he considers it a small price to pay. Princess Gwenllian is a political pawn. When she's
forced to marry the evil Black Hawk de Claiborne, she quakes at his fierceness and brutality. But she does her
duty to her father and her people, knowing she will never surrender to her enemy. In the halls of Black Hawk's
great keep, Gwen glimpses a man who can be tender and passionate-and who teaches her about breathtaking
sensuality and a desire so great it threatens every vow she ever made to keep her heart locked tight. As war
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once more looms between Wales and England, Gwen realizes a terrible truth: she's in love with the enemy. When
long-buried secrets threaten to destroy her fragile happiness, she must make a terrible choice-or watch the man
she loves sacrifice his life to save hers...
Every now and then, when all the planets are in proper alignment, fate smiles on one lone warrior. HopeEarth is
no longer able to support human life and trying to scratch out a meager existence is nearly impossible. Hope is
reluctantly forced to sign up for the intergalactic brides program. Just as she's getting desperate, she finds a
tolerable species willing to purchase her contract.Because nothing is ever that easy, her ship is hit by raiders
and Hope can't keep her big mouth shut when their alien captors torment one of the younger women. Jettisoned
into space, her one and only chance at survival is in the hands of a Draconian warrior.LarokLarok is a lone
sentinel, standing guard for his mother ship. When he comes across a frail human queen, his world tilts out of
alignment. Saving her means a nasty death if his vicious Draconian queen finds out he rescued her. Risking his
own life is one thing, but risking the life of his entire family and small son is another.Snagging the beautiful
human out of harm's way results in battling the Draconian fleet, destroying a planet and stealing a wormhole
device that's their only chance at escape. Larok is forced to reach his hand into the dragon's mouth in a
desperate attempt to pull victory from the jaws of defeat. He will either die in the battle of a lifetime or be mated
to the most attractive human female in the galaxy.
THE SHEIKH'S CAPTIVE BRIDE
The Dark Knight's Captive Bride
His Captive Bride
Newsdealer
Captive Set Free
While traveling through the desert country of Jabal, Olivia is arrested and falsely accused of something she hasn t
done. Worried that she will end her life behind bars in a foreign country, Olivia was losing all hope. But then a stranger
comes to her rescue and, without explaining much, frees her from prison. The man turns out to be Sheik Khalid Fehr,
the prince of a neighboring country. In order to evade persecution, Khalid lies and claims that Olivia is his betrothed.
Things start to get complicated when the Jabal government makes their engagement public.
From New York Times Bestselling Author Joanne Wadsworth comes #1 bestselling Highlander s Guardian,
Highlander s Faerie, Highlander s Champion, and Highlander s Captive. Expect passionate happily-ever-afters, no
cliffhangers, and a Scottish time travel romance series that can be enjoyed in any order. Highlander s Guardian ˜ It's
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time for Colin MacLean to meet his match. Annie MacLeod is the girl he grew up adoring and now as her guardian, the
woman he must help find a husband for. If only sparks didn't fly every time he touched her. Highlander s Faerie ˜
Katherine MacLean s dying wish sends her back in time to the 16th century, straight into the sturdy arms of Highland
warrior John MacDonald. Their souls are connected in every way, and only through him can she survive… A
spellbinding tale of love! Highlander s Champion ˜ A sizzling Scottish romance. When modern girl Arianna is pulled
through a time portal, she lands in the protective embrace of 16th century Highlander James. She must return to her
sick father̶but can James bear to let her go? Highlander s Captive ˜ When Julia falls from the cliffs into the sea,
Highland warrior Ivor unwittingly finds a bargaining chip to use against his rival clan. Except Julia s not the captive he
intended, not when she s intent on experiencing an adventure. A short Highland romance. Each book in this series is
standalone, and can be enjoyed out of sequence. HIGHLANDER HEAT SERIES Highlander s Castle, #1 Highlander s
Magic, #2 Highlander s Charm, #3 Highlander s Guardian, #4 Highlander s Faerie, #5 Highlander s Champion, #6
Highlander s Captive, #7 (Novella 11,000 Words, Series #0.5)
The Captive Bride follows the Winslow family as they assist in the building of a great nation. With courage and spirit,
Rachel Winslow stands up to the enemies of freedom. Can she face unjust imprisonment--even death--without retreat?
Book 2 from the bestselling House of Winslow series.
After recklessly following her brother from London to Cairo, beautiful Christina Wakefield is stolen from her bed by an
unknown abductor who takes her to his hidden encampment
Highlander's Captive
Captive Bride
Her Alien Doctors
A Dark Mafia Arranged Marriage Romance
Taken Bride (The Secret Bride Series - Book Three)
Lydia, a young lady works in Britain, visits the Kingdom of Ahjif on her business trip. Where she meets handsome blackhaired Zaphil again, whom had been involved in an accident with Lydia earlier in London. Wearing Arabian traditional
clothes, Lydia found out that Zaphil was the prince of Ahjif. They went sightseeing of the amazing oasis together, and Lydia
was attracted by Zaphil's noble eyes with a shadow of loneliness... A dreamy Arabian romance ! Also including the spin-off
story of Zaphil's best friend Naijel!
My history is forbidden. My story, dark and twisted. My future decided. I know I don’t belong in this decadent world—his
world. Money, power, and dark secrets surround me now. I submit to it all to be his perfect obedient wife. They stalk my
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every move, watching me, judging me. I'm in the same prison just with different guards. But all I care about is him. His eyes,
his touch, his hold over me. I’m forever his kept bride, even though they all try to steal me away. Keywords: Dark billionaire
romance, mafia romance, romantic suspense, enemies to lovers, contemporary romance, steamy romance, billionaires
romance, gothic romance suspense, arranged marriage romance, romantic thriller suspense books, crime boss romance, dark
romance series, new adult contemporary romance, dark romance, action adventure romance, dark mafia romance, complete
romance series, Alta Hensley, secret society romance, captive romance, capture and indentured, dominance and submission,
captive bride, taken bride
Theirs to Examine. Theirs to Master. After nineteen-year-old Jenny Monroe is caught stealing from the home of a powerful
politician, she is sent to a special prison in deep space to be trained for her future role as an alien's bride. Despite the public
bare-bottom spanking she receives upon her arrival at the detention center, Jenny remains defiant, and before long she earns
herself a trip to the notorious medical wing of the facility. Once there, Jenny quickly discovers that a sore bottom will now be
the least of her worries, and soon enough she is naked, restrained, and shamefully on display as three stern, handsome alien
doctors examine and correct her in the most humiliating ways imaginable. The doctors are experts in the treatment of
naughty young women, and as Jenny is brought ever closer to the edge of a shattering climax only to be denied again and
again, she finds herself begging to be taken in any way they please. But will her captors be content to give Jenny up once her
punishment is over, or will they decide to make her their own and master her completely? Publisher's Note: Her Alien
Doctors is a stand-alone novel which is the second book in the Captive Brides series. It includes spankings and sexual scenes.
If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.
They call me a monster. Murderous and hateful. Beautiful but broken. Nothing can calm the ever raging storm inside of me.
As the ruthless leader of the Doubeck family there is a certain standard of brutality, I have to uphold. Then I meet her.
Beautiful, innocent, and so very afraid. Valentina is a rival family's daughter, and the little temptress has purposely tangled
herself in my dark web. She seeks me out, needing my help, but the price for what she wants will be steep. Since my father's
death, I've needed a wife to solidify my family name, and this woman has piqued my interest. So we strike a deal, intertwining
our futures. I'll put a ring on her finger, own her body, keep her safe, and kill them all. I make a vow to protect her at all
costs, that is until her secrets come to light, and I'm left with the choice of becoming the monster she's only ever heard
rumors about. **This is a dark arranged marriage mafia romance. It contains dub-con/non-con as well as other scenes that
may be triggering to some readers.**
Vow to Protect
Highlander Heat: A Scottish Time Travel Romance Boxed Set Collection (Books 4-7)
Chronicles of Barsetshire, Palliser Series, Irish Novels, Tales of All Countries, Travel Sketches…
ANTHONY TROLLOPE Ultimate Collection: 100+ Novels & Short Stories; Articles, Memoirs & Essays
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Harlequin Comics
‘I was blackmailed into this marriage. I will not be blackmailed into bed.’
Winner of a Best Medieval Historical Romance Award from Romantic Times Bride-to-be Anora finds her wedding plans suddenly
shattered when she and her identical twin, tomboyish Gwendolyn, are kidnapped and taken aboard a Viking ship. While the
handsome captain mistakes Gwendolyn for a boy and appoints her his servant, Anora captures his heart and he vows to have her.
To preserve her sister's virtue, Gwendolyn initiates a dangerous game. Will the twins be rescued before Gwendolyn surrenders to
her own passion?
He wants his baby, so he'll make her his bride! To teacher Erin Lavelle, handsome billionaire Peter Ramsey was like a fairy-tale
prince. But after two amazing days their affair was over. Peter had thought Erin was different until he discovered her secret.
You will take this bride. To have and to hold from this day forward. Till death do you part. This will be your solemn vow. You have
no choice. Trapped in a twisted and dark courtship with a secret woman who needs my strength to survive, I will be wed. Walking
the thin line between lunacy and reality, I am now the protector of my future captive bride. So, I have no choice but to recite the
vows. I take thee. In this arranged matrimony. Until we are parted by death. ***Captive Bride is a dark psychological thriller. If you
dare… join me in the march down the aisle. Keywords: Dark billionaire romance, romantic suspense, enemies to lovers,
contemporary romance, steamy romance, billionaires romance, gothic romance suspense, arranged marriage romance, romantic
thriller suspense books, dark romance series, new adult contemporary romance, dark romance, action adventure romance,
complete romance series, Alta Hensley, captive romance, capture and indentured, dominance and submission, bride, kidnapping,
psychological thriller
Wedded to the Warriors
Golden Sheikh and his captive Bride
Kept Bride (The Secret Bride Series, Book Two)
Drawn to the Beast
THE CAPTIVE BRIDE

The irresistible call of adventure brings lovely Christina Wakefield to the alluring Arabian desert. But
fate imprisons her after she encounters Sheik Abu, the strikingly handsome though arrogant adventurer,
whom she had known in England as Philip Caxton. Once Christina had rejected Philip's fervent offer of
marriage. But now she is to be his slave -- desperate for the freedoms denied her...yet weakened by her
heart's blazing desire to willingly explore her virile captor's most sensuous cravings.
The bold Viking warrior Rurik traveled alone on a mission of conquest. But along the way a golden-haired
captive inflamed him with longing. He took up his sword to defend her...and then swore to claim her for
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his own. A beautiful Russian princess betrayed by treachery, Zora spurned the powerful man who held her
prisoner-and vowed never to yield. He had been sent as a spy to pave the way for her people's surrender.
But his furious hunger for her heated touch-and her aching need for his burning caress-led to a fiery
passion that was a greater prize than any kingdom.
Continuing with the adventures of certified medical nurse Breanna Baylor, book three of the Angel of
Mercy series follows Breanna into the mountains west of Denver. There, she becomes the prisoner of
outlaws who hope to use her medical expertise to prevent the spread of scarlet fever in their slave labor
camp. But when Breanna outlives her usefulness, she finds her life at risk as she hopes for survival and
prays for a miracle in Captive Set Free.
Salzano's Captive Bride
His Forbidden Touch
Captive Rose
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